
Lecture-34 

Interfacing IO Devices 

 As discussed earlier, input port and output port are basically 

external registers. The IO/ the 8085 A determines 

whether the address generated during a data transfer refers to 

memory (IO/  (IO/  

 Address space is truth divided by control strobes into an input 

address space (  and an output address space ( . Fig 

shows how the address space of 8085 A is partitioned by this control 

signal. When I/O ports are assigned separate address space distinct 

from the address space of the external register that comprise main 

memory (other than memory space), they are referred to as isolated 

or standard I/O. 

        

 

Along with      or   

                  Or  

 Only the IN and OUT instructions provide data transfer for 

isolated I/O IN and OUT each require three m/c cycles for execution 



the first is of course, an OPCODE FETCH. The second is MEMORY 

READ during which the 8-bit port address is transferred from memory 

to the p and placed in both the W & Z temporary registers and the 

third is either an I/O READ on I/O WRITE machine cycle during which 

the actual data transfer from or to the I/O device occurs. 

 During the I/O READ and I/O WRITE m/c cycles, the 8-bit port 

address, in W & Z is outputted from the 8085 A on address data bus 

lines AD7-AD0 and on address lines AD15-AD8.the read  and 

write  control strobes from the 8085 A specify the exact time at 

which an input port’s tri-state buffer is enabled to drive the data bus 

or the exact time at which an output port the data placed on the data 

bus by the p respectively. 

 For input ports, external decoding logic combines  IO/ , 

and the port address and generates a unique input device select 

pulse for each input port. The pulse occurs only during the I/O READ 

m/c cycle of an in interaction that address the specific port. The input 

device select pulse enables the input port’s tri-state buffer.2f through 

design or program error. The tri-state buffers of two or more ports or 

a port and a memory device are simultaneously enabled both drive 

the data bus and cause bus contention.  

 



 For output operation, external decoding logic combines , 

IO/  and the port address and generates a unique output device 

select pulse occurs only during the I/O WRITE m/c cycle of an OUT 

instruction that addresses the port and decks the output port’s 

register. Typically each output device select pulse checks a single 

output port; however it is possible that more than one port are 

selected simultaneously. 

 The design of device selection logic varies, depending on how 

many I/O devices are required in a system. 2f only a single input port 

and a single output port are required address decoding is 

unnecessary. The I/  control signal is simply combined with to 

generate an output write strobe  I/ .these strobes directly control 

the input buffer and the output latch, respectively the port address 

byte of the I/O instruction is, in such cases are don’t care but cannot 

be omitted from the instruction or its object code IN & OUT are 2-byte 

instructions, and both bytes must appear in the program wherever the 

instruction is used 2f may be 00 to FF does not matter. 

 

 When more than one input or output port is required in a 

system, the port address is decoded to generate device select pulses 

for each input and output port. The simplest form of decoding is the 

linear selection methods. This requires the smallest amount of logic 

but can only be used for eight or fewer input and eight or fewer output 

ports. Here, one address bit is associated exclusively with each I/O 

port and is logically combined with IO/  and  or  strobe, 

delayed only by the propagation time of the device selection logics.     



E.g. in fig A4 = 1 address bit select port 16.2f the strobe is 

inverted and NANDed with A4 and IO/  an active low device select 

pulse  is generated. This pulse is connected to the active 

low enable of a tri-state buffer and determines when the buffer drive 

the bus.2f the IC tri-state buffer has multiple inputs, the internal logic 

of the tri-state buffer itself may be sufficient, and no external gates 

are required. 

      

 

 A disadvantage of linear selection is the possibility that a 

programming error will damage the hardware.2f the port address is 

not decoded properly, two or more input ports can drive the data bus 

simultaneously. Suppose for, example, a particular design using 

linear selection contains an input port 4 and an output port 8 selected 

by address bit A2 and A3 respectively.2f a programming error results 

in the use of an IN 12 instruction instead of an IN 8, execution causes 

input ports 4 & 8 to be selected simultaneously and damaging the tri-

state buffers. When linear selection is used extra care must be taken 

to ensure that two ports are not selected simultaneously. 



  Since there are only eight unique address bit in the port 

address, only eight input and eight output ports can be selected with 

linear selection method. To select from a large number of I/O devices 

requires decoding port addresses with exhaustive decoding the 

maximum of device select pulses that can be generated is 512:256 

associated with IN instructions, 256 with OUT instructions. 

 

 To generate more than one device select pulse, decodes are 

used to decode the address bits.2f an applications requires four or 

less a input and four or less sec output device select pulses, a 74/139 

dual 1- of 4 decoder can be used. The active low enable of one of the 

decodes is connected to the I/  strobe and the select inputs to 

address bits A0 and A1 ,providing four input device select pulses All 

four output remain high until the IO/  strobe occurs. The active low 

strobe enables the decoder and an active low device select pulses 

occurs at the output selected by A0 and A1 .the unselected output 

remain high the active low enable of the other 1 of 4 decoder is 

connected to  strobe and select inputs to address bit A1 and 

A0,thus providing four output device select pulses. 

 



 

Because only the least signified two address bits are connected to 

the decoder ;the most significant six port address bits in the second 

byte of the instructions are don’t cause the effect of these don’t 

causes is the generation of same device relied pulses by a number of 

IN and OUT instruction with different address called ‘FOLD BACK 

ADRR’  

 Decoders with both active low and active high enable inputs 

provider even greater flexibility. The 74138(8205),is a 1-out of 8 

binary decodes with two active low and one active high enable inputs. 

When the required input combination is not applied to the enables, all 

output of the decoder are high, regardless of the select or address 

input value. When 8205, the  or  strobe is connected to one of 

the active low enables, the second input may be grouped and the 

signal is connected to the active high enable this arrangement 

requires no additional logic to generate an   or I/  because 

generation is accomplished by the internal enable gating of the 8205. 

 


